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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Preserving Africa's heritage from Rwanda to Timbuktu


During the World Library and Information Congress in
 Cape Town, South Africa, the IFLA Rare Books and
 Special Collections Section held a panel discussion
 on “Fostering Collaboration to Build and Preserve
 African Cultural Heritage.” Topics included
 documenting personal testimonies of the 1994
 Rwandan genocide, digitizing newspapers and 19th
 and 20th century government documents from Liberia and Nigeria, and preserving ancient
 Islamic manuscripts in Mali....


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 21


Libraries in times of crisis


George Eberhart writes: “The IFLA Committee on
 Freedom of Access to Information and Freedom of
 Expression held a panel discussion Tuesday, August
 18, at the World Library and Information Congress in
 Cape Town on ‘The Role of Library and Information
 Workers in a Time of Crisis.’ Simon Edwards, director
 of professional services for the Chartered Institute of
 Library and Information Professionals in the UK, said
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 the scope of potential crises that librarians face worldwide is vast, ranging from personal
 crises to community, national, and global crises that threaten the entire species.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 20


 


 


Why 2030 matters: Libraries and South Africa’s future


George Eberhart writes: “The August 18 plenary
 session at the International Federation of Library
 Associations and Institutions’ World Library and
 Information Congress in Cape Town featured
 archaeologist and Africanist Alinah Kelo Segobye,
 former deputy executive director of the Human
 Sciences Research Council in South Africa. Segobye
 credited the public library system with ‘providing an
 escape’ from the traditional chores a girl has to do at home. A teacher had urged her to
 get a library card and expand her horizons because the ‘high illiteracy rates throughout the
 continent especially affect the prospects for girls and women.’”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 19


New ALA eCourses for fall


ALA Publishing has announced several new and updated
 e-courses for the fall. Basic American Sign Language for
 Library Staff is a a six-week facilitated eCourse taught by
 Kathy MacMillan, starting September 14. Metadata and
 Linked Data—An Introduction is a six-week facilitated
 eCourse taught by Dr. Oksana L. Zavalina, starting Oct.
 5. Engaging Teens with Digital Media: Creating Stories
 and Games is a four-week facilitated eCourse with Kelly
 Czarnecki, also starting Oct. 5. Becoming the Copyright
 Specialist in Your Library is a four-week facilitated
 eCourse, also starting Oct. 5; Lesley Ellen Harris will
 serve as the instructor....


ALA Publishing, Aug. 20


Best social media extensions for Chrome


Sandy Stachowiak writes: “Browser extensions for social
 media come in all shapes and sizes. From notification
 tools to tiny pop-ups, there is one for every taste.
 Unfortunately, it can be hard to know which ones work
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 well, work pretty well, or do not work at all until you
 experiment with them. Each of these social media
 extensions for Chrome provides a great way for you to keep up with your accounts and
 best of all, they consistently work well.”...


MakeUseOf, Aug. 20


Rockaway Beach library reopens after Sandy


Nearly three years after being destroyed by Hurricane
 Sandy, the Peninsula Branch of Queens (N.Y.) Library
 in Rockaway Beach reopened on Tuesday, August
 18, with a brand new collection, a larger space, and
 more programs. The one-story building underwent a
 $3.6 million renovation and now features additional
 classroom and meeting spaces, a separate space for
 teens, an enhanced children and family room, and the only surfing and skateboarding
 collection in the Queens library system....


DNA Info, Aug. 17


50 pounds of books headed to South African preschoolers


George Eberhart writes: "A suitcase full of 50 pounds
 of books is on its way to a preschool in the North West
 Province of South Africa. And it’s all thanks to kids at
 a daycare center in Virginia, a Virginia Tech academic
 librarian, a South African academic librarian, a team of
 public librarians from the North West Provincial
 Library Services (NWPLS), and a chance hat
 exchange in Lyon, France, in 2014."...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 19


Classical jokes in classic children's books


Frances Myatt writes: “Ancient Greece and Rome
 make awesome settings for children’s books, as
 anyone will know if they’ve read Rick Riordan’s Percy
 Jackson books, The Roman Mysteries by Caroline
 Lawrence, or Rosemary’s Sutcliff’s The Eagle of the
 Ninth. But while these books are very clearly inspired
 by the classical world, many other children’s books
 have also been influenced by the legends and
 language of Greece and Rome, in ways you may not have imagined.”...
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The Guardian (UK), Aug. 19


Back-to-school picture books to help kids feel ready


Julia Smith writes: “For the August issue of Booklist, I pulled
 together a list of (mostly) recent back-to-school picture books in
 ‘That Back-to-School Feeling,’ but it barely scraped the surface of
 what’s out there. So, guess what! I’ve got even more for you! Get
 out your #2 pencils—it’s time to take some notes!”...


Booklist Reader, Aug. 20


Nine books for people who hate reading


What do you recommend to people who swear they
 hate reading? Sadie L. Trombetta offers some advice:
 “I have some news for you: reading is awesome, and
 you probably don’t dislike it as much as you think. You
 just haven't found the right book yet.” Her diverse list
 of nine includes everything from thrillers and a graphic novel to a sci-fi short story
 collection and even a play....


Bustle, Aug. 14


Yvonne Craig, crime-fighting librarian Batgirl, dies at 78


Yvonne Craig, TV’s original Batgirl, has died at 78.
 Batgirl was the crime-fighting alter ego of Barbara
 Gordon, Gotham City’s librarian and daughter of the
 police chief. Craig also voiced the character of
 Grandma in “Olivia,” the animated series based on the
 Caldecott Honor–winning books by Ian Falconer....


NPR, Aug. 19
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Connecting libraries and social justice


Willie Miller writes: “Officially, the National Conference of
 African American Librarians has tracks on topics like
 diversity, emerging technologies, assessment, and
 financial literacy. Unofficially, the conference has a
 powerful track on social justice—though one might also
 call it a track on Ferguson—which includes at least three sessions and a bus tour. The
 Black Caucus of the American Library Association and NCAAL illuminate the role of
 libraries in meeting the needs of communities working towards social justice.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 3


NCAAL officially begins with pilgrimage to Ferguson


Willie Miller writes: “Led by St. Louis native and regional
 history expert John A. Wright, a group of librarians toured
 the city on August 5, ending at the site of Michael
 Brown’s shooting in Ferguson, Missouri. The tour, which
 was offered before the opening session of the 9th Annual
 National Conference of African American Librarians,
 gave librarians insight into the city’s history and culture.”...


AL The Scoop, Aug. 5
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Ferguson, One Year Later


Sarah Ostman writes: “August 9 marks one year since police
 in Ferguson, Missouri, shot and killed unarmed teenager
 Michael Brown. With the anniversary looming this Sunday,
 Ferguson Municipal Public Library Director Scott Bonner is
 hoping for the best while preparing for the worst. Bonner,
 who has received awards for providing a safe harbor for
 residents during the Ferguson protests, spoke to ALA about
 how the past year has changed his library.”...


AL The Scoop, Aug. 7


Nearly 3,000 school libraries closed in Turkey in 2014


According to a report by the Turkish Statistics Institute,
 2,899 libraries in state and private schools and exam
 preparations centers across Turkey were closed in
 2014, bringing the total number of libraries in schools
 down to 27,948. Despite an increase in the number of
 public and university libraries and the number of
 books available in them, the decrease in the number
 of libraries in high-school educational institutions from 2013 was as high as 9.4%....


Today's Zaman (Turkey), Aug. 6


 


 


The future of the MLS


Alan Inouye writes: “Last summer, the iSchool at the
 University of Maryland launched the Re-Envisioning the
 MLS initiative. The premise is that future professionals in
 library and library-related fields will likely need
 fundamentally different educational preparation than what
 is provided by current curricula. Based on an extensive
 body of research, outreach, and analysis, yesterday the iSchool released its report ‘Re-
Envisioning the MLS: Findings, Issues, and Considerations.’”...


District Dispatch, Aug. 7
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Internet filtering and the Bill of Rights


Helen Adams writes: “In 2000, Congress passed the
 Children’s Internet Protection Act with the purpose of
 protecting children and young adults online.
 Unfortunately, the law’s requirements have been
 misinterpreted by many school districts, resulting in
 filters overblocking legitimate educational websites
 and interactive and collaborative web tools valuable to students and teachers. Then on
 June 30, the ALA Council approved Internet Filtering: An Interpretation of the Library Bill
 of Rights.”...


Knowledge Quest blog, Aug. 5


Program evaluations: Helpful tool or necessary evil?


Rebecca Starr writes: “Admit it: you have a love/hate relationship with all program
 evaluation forms. As programmers, we understand these forms’ necessity in ensuring
 program integrity and value, but as participants, we dislike completing them. So how can
 we get the information we need while honoring the opinions (and time) of our program
 attendees?”...


Programming Librarian, Aug. 5


British Library releases 1 million public domain images


In keeping with its ambition to become the world’s
 most open institution of its kind, the British Library has
 released over a million public domain illustrations and
 other images to the public through Flickr for anyone to
 reuse, remix, or repurpose. The images, which range
 from Restoration-era cartoons to colonial explorers’
 early photographs, have been used on rugs, album covers, gift tags, a mapping project,
 and an art installation at the Burning Man festival in Nevada, among other things....


Quartz, Aug. 1


Top 10 LGBTQ titles for youth


Michael Cart writes: “With ever-more LGBTQ books on the teen market,
 it was not difficult to pull together a list of 10 exceptional fiction and
 nonfiction books starred in Booklist over the past two years.
 Informative, hilarious, tragic, and exciting—this list has it all. For
 example, The Porcupine of Truth by Bill Konigsburg: Newly arrived in
 sleepy Billings, Montana, from New York, Carson finds himself falling in
 love with Aisha, only to find out she’s a lesbian.”...


Booklist Online, August
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Unlikely beach reads


Gwen Glazer writes: “An 800-page biography doesn’t immediately
 spring to mind as the perfect beach read, unless you’re Lin-Manuel
 Miranda. The playwright and musician read Ron Chernow’s epic
 portrait of Alexander Hamilton during a Mexican vacation and turned it
 into a smash-hit musical a few years later. So, as our thoughts turn to
 beach reads, we’re thinking about some nontraditional choices. We
 asked our NYPL experts: ‘What’s your recommendation for a long,
 dense, serious beach book?’”...


NYPL blogs, Aug. 5


How to keep your hard drives off life support


Ben Kim writes: “In an age of increasingly affordable
 flash storage, hard drives are slowly disappearing from
 enthusiast rigs and mass-market laptops alike.
 Although SSDs are markedly faster than their platter-
based counterparts, hard drives are still useful for long-
term storage, archival, and massive media libraries that
 don’t require fast read/write speeds. Fortunately, it’s not all that hard to maintain HDDs
 since they’re a lot like all your other computer components.”...


Maximum PC, Aug. 6
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 RSS feed.


New privacy guidelines for ebooks


Michael Robinson writes: “The ALA Intellectual Freedom
 Committee recently published Library Privacy Guidelines
 for Ebook Lending and Digital Content Vendors. The
 document outlines principles for vendors to follow to protect
 the privacy of library users while delivering digital content
 and services. The document was developed with input from
 a number of groups with an interest in privacy and was endorsed during the 2015 ALA
 Annual Conference by both the IFC and the Digital Content Working Group.”...


AL: E-Content, Aug. 7; Choose Privacy Week, Aug. 4


Washington builds Sephardic-language collection


David Naar came to the University of Washington in 2011
 to teach modern Jewish history. Then the local Sephardic
 community found out that Naar could speak and read
 Ladino—the language of the diaspora resulting from
 Spain’s expulsion of the Jews in 1492, a mixture of
 Spanish, Arabic, Turkish, Greek, and other languages.
 They started bringing him Ladino items they had squirreled away: a grandfather’s will,
 letters, newspapers, wedding contracts, songbooks, photos with inscriptions. And books.
 Lots of books....
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Russian region bans books by two British WWII historians


The works of two of Britain’s most distinguished military historians have
 been banned in a region of Russia over suggestions that they
 misinterpret the events of the Second World War and are “imbued with
 Nazi propaganda.” According to a directive leaked to local journalists,
 schools and libraries in the Ural mountains region of Sverdlovsk will be
 banned from giving students or teachers access to books by Antony
 Beevor and John Keegan. While it is unclear which of Keegan’s works
 incurred the ire of the Sverdlovsk authorities, Beevor’s books have
 been bitterly attacked in Russia for their unvarnished portrayal of the
 Eastern Front, including atrocities committed by Soviet forces....


The Telegraph (UK), Aug. 5


Pope Francis to donate Bible to Library of Congress


When Pope Francis comes to Capitol Hill to address
 Congress on September 24, he will present a copy of a
 special fine art edition of the Bible commissioned by a
 Minnesota Benedictine abbey to Speaker John Boehner
 (R-Ohio) and the Library of Congress. The seven-
volume work, known as the Apostles Edition of the St.
 John’s Bible, is believed to be the first handwritten and
 illuminated bible produced since the invention of the printing press. Completed in 2011, it
 is one of only 12 such sets....


The Hill, Aug. 8


Berkeley PL’s most checked-out item: A weed-whacker


Miyako Singer writes: “When we asked the woman at
 the reference desk of the Berkeley (Calif.) Public
 Library about the most checked-out books in their
 system, she said she was pretty sure it was the Holy
 Bible. That was a fair guess, but it turns out she was
 more than a little off. First of all, the most checked-out
 item in the city library system in the last 12 months is
 a string trimmer (weed-whacker). As for the top-ranking books, the results are
 surprising.”...


The Daily Clog (UC Berkeley), Aug. 7
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The dying art of the letterhead


The Penn Museum Archives has prepared a new
 public exhibition of special interest to enthusiasts of
 graphic art and design. “To Whom It May Concern:
 Letterhead from the Penn Museum Archives”
 presents an array of letterhead from its collections,
 dating mostly from the 1890s through the 1940s, when letterhead design was particularly
 expressive and ornate, as well as a tour of museum branding over 125 years....


Penn Museum Blog, Aug. 5


ProQuest content to appear in Google Scholar


ProQuest’s scholarly journals and working papers are now
 discoverable in Google Scholar. The company’s
 collaboration with Google enables users to discover
 content in Google Scholar and seamlessly access their
 libraries’ ProQuest collections. Full text includes the
 library’s branding, thus building greater awareness for the library....


ProQuest, Aug. 11


How people with visual disabilities surf the web


Sophie Weiner writes: “Though the visually impaired are
 cut off from much of what we think of as the internet,
 they do use it in as many ways as everyone else. But
 without help from the sighted, many of the functions we
 enjoy online will remain inaccessible to the visually
 impaired. The first step to change that is understanding
 the challenges. Here’s a tour of a side of the web that sighted people can’t see, guided by
 those who know it best.”...


Hopes & Fears, July 21


National Smile Week reading suggestions


Sharon Rawlins writes: “Did you know that this week is National Smile
 Week? I think it is all about promoting being friendly and welcoming
 towards one another. It’s summer, so it makes sense that many of us are
 happier and smiling—especially if you’re on vacation. Since it’s such an
 optimistic sounding week, I thought I would try to come up with some
 books that go along with the topic of smiling. One book that immediately
 comes to mind is Smile by Raina Telgemeier.”...


YALSA The Hub, Aug. 10
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A punk history reading list


Susie Rodarme writes: “Punk has become pervasive in our culture, but it
 somehow manages to retain its edge in a day and age when you can
 see mostly-naked-people and zombies on TV. You can still read about
 Iggy Pop’s early performances and say, ‘Whoa, that guy was hardcore.’
 I’ve been reading a lot about punk history in the past few years, since I
 missed experiencing it live (bummer). Here are some rocking good punk
 history reads.”...


Book Riot, Aug. 11


Chains, chests, and medieval curses


Erik Kwakkel writes: “Book theft happened in medieval
 times too. However, in those days the loss was much
 greater, given that the average price of a book—when
 purchased by an individual or community—was much
 higher. Fortunately, the medieval reader had various
 strategies to combat book theft: chaining books to the
 bookcase, securing them inside book chests, or
 placing a curse on potential thieves.”...


medievalbooks, July 10
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IFLA President's Program: Strong libraries, strong societies


George Eberhart writes: “All seven of the speakers at
 the IFLA President’s Program at the World Library and
 Information Congress in Cape Town, South Africa, on
 August 17 emphasized the potent links between
 libraries, information access, literacy, and national
 economic development. The session title, ‘Strong
 Libraries, Strong Societies: Access, Development,
 Transformation,’ highlighted IFLA President Sinikka
 Sipilä’s own theme of libraries as essential players in the empowerment of individuals to
 create sustainable societies.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 18


IFLA exhibits hall packed for opening reception


Visitors from more than 10 countries crowded the
 exhibit hall in search of information, wine, and snacks
 at the International Federation of Library Associations
 and Institutions conference in Cape Town during the
 opening reception on August 16. Some 65 companies,
 libraries, and organizations were available at the
 World Library and Information Congress for
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 consultation, including each of the nine provinces of South Africa....


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 17


 


 


2015 Public Library of the Year Award


Kista Public Library in Sweden has won the 2015
 Systematic Public Library of the Year Award. The
 $5,000 prize is awarded by the Danish Agency for
 Culture as a part of the Model Programme for Public
 Libraries and sponsored by IT company Systematic.
 The award was presented August 16 at the
 International Federation of Library Associations and
 Institutions World Library and Information Congress in Cape Town, South Africa....


Danish Agency for Culture, Aug. 16


Cambridge University Library digitizes Chinese artifacts


The Cambridge Digital Library now includes rarely seen
 treasures from the university's Chinese collection,
 including several oracle bones (ox shoulder blades
 and turtles shells that make up one of the earliest
 surviving examples of Chinese writing anywhere in the
 world). Also part of the site now is the Manual of
 Calligraphy and Painting, a 1633 book of multicolor prints that was too fragile to be
 opened until it was digitized....


Cambridge University Library


Vote for libraries at SXSW


Charlie Wapner writes: “South by Southwest (SXSW)
 is once again around the corner and, as in years past,
 we need your help to make sure libraries are well
 represented. The Office for Information Technology
 Policy proposed two programs, one for Interactive and
 one for EDU. Public voting counts for 30 percent of
 SXSW’s decision to pick a panel, so please support
 these great programs. It’s easy: Become a registered voter in the Panel Picker process by
 signing up for a free account, and get your votes in before Friday, Sept. 4.”...


District Dispatch, Aug. 17
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Some thoughts on “real reading”


Emily Childress-Campbell writes: “I am sure I am not
 the only librarian who has repeatedly heard the
 phrase ‘real reading.’ I always cringe at the phrase. I
 have no problem with readers having a particular
 preference. Everybody has their own inclinations
 towards specific formats. What bothers me is the
 complete lack of exposure that youth may suffer due
 to a parent’s bias against particular formats, or
 readers of any age feeling inferior and self-conscious about something as individualized
 and personal as a reading choice.”...


YALSA: The Hub, Aug. 18


Club Programs for Teens


Want to keep the momentum going after a successful teen event?
 That “one off” can easily be turned into a popular monthly club
 that will keep young adults coming back. In their new book Club
 Programs for Teens: 100 Activities for the Entire Year, published
 by ALA Editions, Amy J. Alessio, coauthor of the bestseller A
 Year of Programs for Teens, and Heather Booth, coeditor of The
 Whole Library Handbook: Teen Services, show you how....


ALA Editions, Aug. 17


Author Ali Smith laments the closing of public libraries


At the Edinburgh International Book Festival, author Ali
 Smith warned that cuts to local public libraries in the UK
 threatened the “democracy of reading”: “It’s very
 important we all think about it, because councils who
 have had the draconian effect of the cuts on them don’t
 like to say libraries are closing, they like to say that they
 are becoming ‘community libraries.’ That means nobody
 gets paid to look after them and it does mean that in the
 end they will fall apart.”...


Edinburgh (Scotland) Reporter, Aug. 17


Read-a-Romance Month Librarians Day, August 21


The third annual Read-a-Romance Month (RARM) kicked
 off August 1, and this year's theme is “The Joy of
 Romance.” This year also marks the first RARM
 Librarians Day on August 21, featuring essays on the
 RARM blog from three librarians in the field of romance
 advocacy and admiration: Wendy Crutcher, Monique
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 Flasch, and Christyna Hunter....


USA Today, Aug. 13


Five ways to randomly find new things online


Justin Pot writes: “Remember when everything on the
 web felt ... new? Back when ‘surfing the web’ was a
 common expression, and part of the joy of using the
 Internet was making random discoveries. Is that
 feeling of serendipity gone forever? It doesn’t have to
 be. From discovering useful websites to seeing sheep
 on Google Street View, we’re going to point out five great starting points for exploring the
 web.”...


MakeUseOf, Aug. 15


Libraries and lemonade stands


Like a lot of kids, Willa McKamey, 6, and Henry
 McKamey, 2, of Moline, Illinois, opened a lemonade
 stand one warm and sunny summer afternoon. But
 the McKameys donated the proceeds to their favorite
 place, the Moline Public Library. “I wanted to give this
 money to them because I like reading books a lot from
 that library,” said Willa. Their total donation: $30, plus
 a pitcher of fresh lemonade for the librarians....


Moline (Ill.) Dispatch, Aug. 14
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Report from the International Indigenous Librarians' Forum


Loriene Roy reports from the Ninth International
 Indigenous Librarians’ Forum (IILF2015), held August
 4–7 on the campus of the University of Manitoba in
 Winnipeg, and on the surrounding land of the
 Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) people. The theme of IILF2015
 was Anikoo Gaagige Ganawendaasowin, a phrase in
 the Ojibwe language of Anishinaabemowin that
 expresses the importance of library, archive, and museum workers as keepers of
 knowledge who extend learning across generations....


AL: Scoop, Aug. 12


ALA Havana Book Fair tour


Vamos a Cuba! Join the American Library Association
 on a tour of Cuba during the 25th International
 Havana Book Fair, Feb. 16–23, 2016. The festival
 consists of book vendors, poetry readings, children’s
 activities, art exhibitions, and concerts in the
 evenings. Authentic Cuba Travel is able to offer US
 librarians this eight-day study tour to Cuba because of
 a rare political opening in US policy. To sign up,
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 create an account at the reservation website. The registration deadline is September 15....


ALA


 


 


Chelsea Clinton to speak at Midwinter


Chelsea Clinton will close out the 2016 ALA Midwinter Meeting at a
 special session on Monday, January 11. Attendees will want to be
 sure to stay to hear her speak about her new book It’s Your World:
 Get Informed, Get Inspired, and Get Going! that addresses our
 biggest challenges, offers ideas for action, and inspires readers of
 all ages to do their part to make the world a better place....


Conference Services, Aug. 11


Free school library advocacy packs


School library advocacy packs containing tools to spread the word
 about the many ways school librarians are transforming teaching
 and learning are now freely available through the ALA Store.
 Sponsored by Bound to Stay Bound Books, these specially
 created packs are available while supplies last. School library
 advocates pay only for shipping. The advocacy pack includes 25
 copies of a limited print edition of the digital supplement AASL
 produced in collaboration with American Libraries....


AASL, Aug. 11


5 things you thought you knew about teens & social media


Michelle Purcell, Rachel Magee, Denise Agosto, and
 Andrea Forte write: “In a recent research grant funded
 by IMLS, we set out to study how public and school
 libraries fit into teens’ online information lives,
 especially when it comes to searching for information.
 We collected data through interviews, focus groups,
 and surveys from two populations of US high school students. Based on this research,
 we’ve put together an infographic that summarizes some of the main points we learned.”...


YALSA Blog, Aug. 11


2015 David Gemmell Awards for Fantasy


The 2015 David Gemmell Awards for Fantasy were presented during a
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 ceremony at the Nine Worlds Geekfest convention in London. The
 winner of the Legend Award for best novel was Words of Radiance
 (Gollancz) by Brandon Sanderson, while the winner of the Morningstar
 Award for best debut was The Emperor's Blades (Pan Macmillan) by
 Brian Stavely....


David Gemmell Awards, Aug. 9


How solar power could help save world heritage


Kelly Bennett writes: "It was sweaty and sticky when a
 group of librarians and archivists went to Kerala in
 humid southwest India last fall. And if the librarians
 were feeling the heat, just imagine the impact on
 centuries-old papers. One of them, Hamilton, Ontario-
based Colin Clarke, didn’t have to imagine. He saw for
 himself the crumbling of Syriac Christian inscriptions and manuscripts kept in a
 monastery. His idea: What if we made a solar-powered dehumidifier?"...


CBC News, Aug. 9


Researchers seek to better serve patrons with autism


Florida State University professors have teamed with
 people with autism to make it easier for people with
 autism to use the library. Project PALS (Panhandle
 Autism Library Services) is an online course for librarians designed to teach the unique
 challenges and needs of individuals with autism spectrum disorder, regardless of age. The
 project is funded by a federal grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services....


Florida State 24/7, Aug. 13


Tools for verifying online content


Josh Stearns and Leighton Walter Kille write:“‘Interesting if true’ is the
 old line about some tidbit of unverified news. Recast as ‘whoa, if true’
 for the Twitter age, it allows people to pass on rumors without having to
 perform even the most basic fact-checking. The issue has become
 even knottier in the era of collaborative journalism, when
 nonprofessional reporting and images can be included in mainstream
 coverage. Thankfully, some digital tools have been developed to help
 journalists check facts quickly.”...


Journalist's Resource, Apr. 2


Removing the silence signs
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Nancy Carriuolo and Tovah Reis write: “An increasing
 number of academic institutions are freeing up shelf
 space in their libraries and moving in student services,
 a coffee shop, and flexible seating arrangements.
 Librarians are taking down the silence signs in all but
 the quiet study room and urging members of the
 academic community to meet, talk, research, and
 incubate new ideas collaboratively. Of course, all of this change is jarring to traditional
 academics.”...


New England Journal of Higher Education, Aug. 10


The Bloggess loves libraries


Jenny Lawson (better known as The Bloggess) wrote a
 love letter to libraries and librarians: “Librarians are
 how libraries speak. Theirs are the small faces behind
 a million stories and facts. Theirs are the simple
 hands that introduce you to the people who will shape
 you, and the ghosts that will haunt you, and the ideas
 that will drive you, and the friends that will never leave
 you.”...


The Bloggess, Aug. 13
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Hartford Public Library strengthens community relationships


Alison Marcotte writes: “For Hartford (Conn.) Public
 Library, block parties and community theater are more
 than just forms of entertainment. They are potential ways
 to solve the issue of public safety and build a stronger
 relationship between residents and the police
 department. HPL is one of 10 public libraries in the US
 that have been participating in ALA’s ‘Libraries Transforming Communities’ initiative since
 April 2014.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 3


Libraries in the Learning Management System


The ACRL Instruction Section’s Instructional
 Technologies Committee has published its latest Tips
 and Trends article, “Libraries in the Learning
 Management System,” written by Meredith Farkas.
 Tips and Trends introduces and discusses new, emerging, or even familiar technologies
 that can be used in library instruction. A learning management system is web-based
 software that allows instructors to deliver content, collect student work, and administer
 their classes....


ACRL Instructional Technologies Committee, Summer


A library of good ideas
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Deborah Fallows writes: “In 2010, the administrators of
 the Deschutes Public Library system, in the beautiful
 high desert region of central Oregon, had a great idea.
 As part of their extensive research about their patrons’
 library use and needs, they would also film some Q & A
 sessions with community residents about the library. For
 Todd Dunkelberg, the director of the six-branch
 Deschutes libraries, the results were a wake-up call
 about the library’s visibility and familiarity.”...


The Atlantic, Aug. 2


Iraq moves to digitize its National Library


As Islamic State militants set out to destroy Iraq’s
 history and culture, a major preservation and
 digitization project is underway at the Iraq National
 Library and Archive to safeguard history. In darkrooms
 in the library’s back offices, employees use specialized
 lighting to photograph some of the most precious
 manuscripts. Mazin Ibrahim Ismail, the head of the
 microfilm department, said they are testing the process with documents from the Interior
 Ministry under King Faisal II (1939–1958)....


US News & World Report, Aug. 4


 


 


German libraries try to return Nazi-looted books


Polina Garaev writes: “In most of the major libraries
 across Germany, one can find books that were taken
 by the Nazis, but port cities such as Hamburg have
 particularly extensive collections. ‘All books that came
 to the library between 1933 and 1945 are somewhat
 under suspicion,’ admitted Anna von Villiez of the
 University of Hamburg library, ‘especially those which
 were donated to us by the Gestapo, according to the old ledgers, which luckily survived
 the war.’”...


 i24news (Tel Aviv), Aug. 1


2015 Personal Digital Archiving Conference


Mike Ashenfelder writes: “The annual Personal Digital
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 Archiving conference is about preserving any digital
 collection that falls outside the purview of large cultural
 institutions. Considering the expanding range of interests
 at each subsequent PDA conference, the meaning of the
 word ‘personal’ has become thinly stretched to cover
 topics such as family history, community history,
 genealogy, and digital humanities. Presenters and
 attendees always share the same core interest: taking action about digital preservation.”...


The Signal: Digital Preservation, Aug. 3


Ebook collections are growing, but print is still king


Because of ebooks, “new people are coming into the
 library,” said Ben Johnson, collection development
 manager at the Council Bluffs (Iowa) Public Library.
 “We’ve been hearing from people who really haven’t
 entered a library building in a long time.” Ebooks have become so mainstream, in fact, that
 their growth at US libraries is starting to level off. They’re part of a new normal for libraries:
 a foundation of physical materials with growing layers of digital collections....


Omaha (Nebr.) World-Herald, Aug. 2


How to control Windows 10’s data collection


Samit Sarkar writes: “Windows 10 is here, and
 Microsoft’s latest operating system is designed for a
 mobile-first, cloud-first future, as CEO Satya Nadella
 puts it. But that future relies on big data—your data—
and by default, Windows 10 can track and share the
 websites you visit, the purchases you make, the places you go, the words you type, and
 the things you say. You have the ability to control Windows 10’s data collection, but it
 takes some doing.”...


Polygon, July 31


Five ideas to spark kids’ independent reading


Katrina Schwartz writes: “Some adults worry that kids’
 reading for pleasure is in danger of disappearing. But
 creative school librarians are proving there are plenty
 of great ways to get kids excited about reading on
 their own. Michelle Luhtala, librarian at New Caanan
 (Conn.) High School, is implementing many
 innovative ideas to get kids reading in her school; she also asked colleagues to weigh in
 with their own ideas to promote independent reading at every grade level.”...


KQED News: Mind/Shift, July 22
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100 swoon-worthy summer romances


The NPR staff writes: “As we get into the hottest, most languorous
 months of the year, it’s the perfect moment for a hot read. It’s the NPR
 Books Summer of Love, and we have 100 great romances for you, from
 historical to paranormal to LGBTQ to the subgenre that started it all,
 category romance (the slim-spined Harlequins of your childhood). For
 example, under Paranormal romance, the Immortals After Dark series
 by Kresley Cole: In Cole’s world, there are hundreds of paranormal
 races living secretly alongside humans. But every 500 years, war
 breaks out—and that time is now. Vampires and Valkyries, demons and
 sorceresses spark and court against a backdrop of supernatural battle.”...


NPR Books, July 29


Books and dessert pairing guide


Shari’s Berries writes: “Movies have popcorn, and
 books have dessert. Nothing pairs better with a good
 book than a sweet treat lifted right off its pages.
 Imagine perusing The Help with a forkful of pecan
 pie, or immersing yourself in The Great Gatsby while
 nibbling on lemon cakes. Why just read the words when you can taste them as well?
 That’s our idea of savoring a story. So we’ve gathered a few of our favorite tales and
 treats in this infographic so you can have a taste too.”...


Shari’s Berries, July 1
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


The restoration efforts of Tulane University


Terra Dankowski writes: “Eight feet of water filled the
 basement of the Howard-Tilton Memorial Library—an
 area larger than a football field—at Tulane University
 in New Orleans. Across the street from Howard-Tilton,
 four feet of water filled the basement of Jones Hall. A
 large collection of government documents,
 newspapers, microfilms, and special collections was
 damaged. The music collection was particularly hard
 hit, with all recordings destroyed. In total, more than 700,000 individual print volumes and
 recordings, 1.5 million individual pieces of microform, and 700,000 manuscript folders and
 archival items were submerged.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 27


Follow up with Bayou La Batre


Terra Dankowski writes: “In 2005, Alabama Public
 Library Service Director Rebecca Mitchell told
 American Libraries that the most damage to libraries
 in her state occurred in Mobile County. That’s where
 Mose Hudson Tapia Public Library in Bayou La Batre,
 Alabama, was completely destroyed, and materials
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 contaminated by mold could not be salvaged. The city
 built a new facility—renamed City of Bayou La Batre
 Public Library—at a new location approximately two miles north in Irvington, that opened
 in early 2007. ”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 27


 


 


Coming together as one Mississippi


Terra Dankowski writes: “Hancock County (Miss.) had
 already lived through the destruction of Hurricane
 Camille in 1969. ‘We were measuring everything in
 terms of Camille,’ says Courtney Thomas, executive
 director of Hancock County Library System (HCLS).
 ‘When Katrina came along, we learned that Camille
 was not the strongest thing that could hit us.’ More
 than 50 people in Hancock County died as a result of
 Hurricane Katrina, and Thomas believes that’s because many had stayed in structures
 that had withstood Camille.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 26


Pineville Elementary rebuilds after Katrina


Terra Dankowski writes: “In 2005, Susan Cassagne,
 president of Mississippi Library Association and now
 executive director of Mississippi Library Commission,
 told American Libraries that Hancock and Harrison
 counties took the brunt of the storm for Mississippi. In
 the Harrison County city of Pass Christian, an
 estimated 90% of homes were damaged or destroyed.
 Tidal waves surged to 27 feet. We reported on the
 harrowing story of the 13 police officers who rode out the storm on the roof of the Pass
 Christian Public Library in 130-mile-per-hour winds. It is no surprise that the school library
 at Pineville Elementary in Pass Christian was not spared.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 26
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Changes at Barnes & Noble may indicate a privilege
 problem


Nick Norton writes: “On a few recent trips to my local
 Barnes & Noble, I noticed something odd. The comfy
 chairs the store used to have were gone. At first I
 didn’t think much of it—or at least not until I needed a
 place to sit and read my prospective purchase. When
 I asked various store associates about the lack of
 seating, I was met with responses that were
 surprising, unsettling and worth exploring more closely. The employees—albeit not overtly
—said Barnes & Noble chose to get rid of its big, cozy chairs to prevent the homeless from
 loitering in its stores.”...


USA Today, Aug. 25


Librarians are delivering books by bike to low-income areas


Rebecca Vipond Brink writes: “Low-income
 neighborhoods aren’t just susceptible to be food
 deserts—they can also be book deserts. Underfunded
 and understaffed libraries as well as prohibitive
 distances to libraries mean that kids who live in
 poverty don’t always have the access to books that
 they should. Librarians are a crafty and resourceful lot, though, and they’re looking to
 improve access to books where it’s needed most.”...


The Frisky, Aug. 26


The world's greatest sports library checks out


Jeff Pearlman writes: “Earlier today I spent about four
 hours researching my latest book project inside the
 Sports Illustrated library on the 32nd floor of the Time
 Life Building. It’s a place I consider to be my editorial
 home....Alas, in a few weeks it will die. The Sports
 Illustrated offices are moving downtown; a case (I
 assume) of a changed business and a changed
 business model. Space will be reduced; offices will be sliced. The library—my library—will
 vanish. Forever.”...


The Guardian (UK), Aug. 26


The hidden conveyor belt under the Capitol for moving
 books


Elliot Carter writes: “Most people who work in the US
 Capitol don’t know about the 100-year-old book
 conveyor tunnel underneath them that used to
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 connect the building to the Library of Congress. It’s
 long since abandoned, but it’s still down there.”...


Gizmodo, Aug. 26


Podcasts to help build your teen collection


Anna Dalin writes: “Are you a library staff member
 responsible for purchasing teen materials for your
 collection?  If so, I encourage you to include listening
 to podcasts about teen literature and other teen media
 as part of your research into what to buy. In addition
 to tools such as collection analysis, surveys of your
 teen user population and media reviews, podcasts
 produced by those who have a passion for teen
 materials are a truly valuable resource.”...


YALSA: The Hub, Aug. 26


Turning your library into a haunted house


Christopher Brown writes: “For the last few weeks, the
 crickets in Philadelphia have begun playing at night.
 This is the signal for the end of Summer Reading, the
 time to begin planning back-to-school visits, and the
 time to start planning a haunted house. Haunted
 houses can be easily created, relatively inexpensive,
 and a fantastic draw that remind community members
 that the library is vibrant and exciting. They can also be nightmares for staff and patrons if
 they’re not planned and executed properly.”...


ALSC Blog, Aug. 26
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Ten years after Katrina


Terra Dankowski writes: “August 29 marks 10 years since
 Hurricane Katrina made landfall on the Gulf Coast and
 became the costliest—and one of the deadliest—natural
 disasters in US history. Over recent weeks, stories have
 been recounting the damage to structures, institutions,
 families, and communities; offering tribute to the people
 lost; and showing how far we’ve come and how far we
 have left to go toward recovering local economies and
 populations, improving government services, and
 healing.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 25


Millions in damage to Jefferson Parish (La.) Library


Terra Dankowski writes: “Librarian Marylyn Haddican
 wrote the American Library Association (ALA) a letter
 in 2011. It was the year ALA hosted its Annual
 Conference in New Orleans for the second time since
 Hurricane Katrina, but it was actually a belated thank-
you note to express gratitude to ALA for being the first
 major group to hold a conference in New Orleans in
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 2006, following hurricanes Katrina and Rita. It was a
 time when the city’s future was uncertain and other professional organizations were
 canceling their commitments in the area.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 25


 


 


Business and continuity over collections


Terra Dankowski writes: “When Louisiana State Librarian
 Rebecca Hamilton was appointed to her position in July
 2005, she became the youngest member of Chief Officers
 of State Library Agencies (COSLA). She entered an
 agency that hadn’t updated job descriptions in 20 years
 and kept its backup server on the Gulf Coast, in a more
 vulnerable location than inland Baton Rouge. She had big
 ideas for improving operations starting in the fall. And
 then, less than two months on the job, Katrina
 happened.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 25


Coloring book clubs cross the line into libraries


Alison Marcotte writes: “When a group of community
 members gather every month at Woods Hole (Mass.)
 Public Library, they try to stay within the lines—quite
 literally. ‘We purchase a couple of coloring books and I
 print out some free coloring pages that are available
 online, and we just get together and color,’ says librarian
 Kellie Porter, who started the library’s Coloring Club in
 May. The club has seen about 15–20 members a month, ranging from tweens to 70 year
 olds.”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 24


Columbus (Wis.) Public Library gets benched
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Alison Marcotte writes: “Almost a year after Columbus
 (Wis.) Public Library developed its “Root for Columbus”
 campaign in October 2014, the city is sitting on the bench
—art benches, that is. Stemming from a Libraries
 Transforming Communities (LTC) initiative, the library
 began a pilot art bench project, buying seven benches
 and distributing them to local artists, who painted them to
 either reflect Columbus in general or to reflect a bench’s location (such as a pool-themed
 bench near a community pool).”...


AL: The Scoop, Aug. 24


Transitioning tips for the new librarian


Are you new on the job? Going from completing
 classwork to being on the job is a big shift. Much of what
 is expected and the politics of schools are not covered in
 library school. Moving from one school to another means
 you need to start from scratch to build your reputation.
 This ALA publishing e-course gives you the tools and
 techniques to be successful from day one—and continue
 to build on that success. School librarians are often alone
 in their buildings and assumed to know everything about
 the job; yet as noted earlier, much of it is not covered in
 library school. This course with Hilda Weisburg will cover
 all topics in her popular book New on the Job 2nd edition, allowing you to interact with the
 text, each other, and Weisburg....


ALA Publishing


Madison (Wis.) honored by Little Free Libraries


Laurel White writes: “According to the founder of the Little
 Free Libraries movement, Madison (Wis.) is the city that
 made it all possible—and, this weekend, Madison will
 receive the organization’s first ‘City of Distinction’ award
 in recognition of that. ‘When I started this, I thought to
 myself, ‘Where in this country would you test this to see if
 it’s viable?’ said Todd Bol, creator of the movement that now spans the globe. ‘I thought it
 had to be a fairly innovative, progressive place that would embrace literacy and family and
 community and I thought: ‘Madison.’’”...


The Capital Times, Aug. 22


Fighting homelessness: Libraries on the frontline


Patrick Dehahn writes: “When people think of libraries, they
 think of books. But for homeless individuals, they’re often a
 place of refuge. Here’s how the American Library
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 Association has helped enable that mission around the
 country.”...


Associations Now, Aug. 21


The Digital Ozark Folksong Collection opens


The University of Arkansas University Libraries and
 Special Collections Department have opened the digital
 Ozark Folksong Collection. Collected between 1949 and
 1965, it is the largest and most complete collection of
 traditional music and associated materials from Arkansas
 and the Ozarks in the nation. Now available online, the
 collection contains recordings of songs, tales,
 instrumentals, and conversations from over 700 performers....


The University of Arkansas, Aug. 24


MIT Glass Lab 3D prints with molten glass


Glen Tickle writes: “MIT’s Glass Lab has created a
 process for 3D printing with molten glass. They call the
 process G3DP for ‘Glass 3D Printing,’ and it operates with
 1900° fahrenheit ‘kiln cartridges’ as it prints the glass into
 computer-controlled shapes.”...


Liquid Squid, Aug. 24


What do librarians do?


From answering reference questions to planning
 programs, working with 3D printers to dancing with
 Stormtroopers, librarians have their fingers in a lot of
 pies. In a new video on the ALA YouTube channel, ALA
 asked librarians “What do you do at your library?” and got
 some fabulous answers!...


YouTube, Aug. 18
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